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Some Important Terms & DefinitionsSome Important Terms & Definitions

 Absorption coefficient (Absorption coefficient (µµ))
It  describes the extent to which the intensity of an energIt  describes the extent to which the intensity of an energy beam is reduced y beam is reduced 
as it passes through a specific material as it passes through a specific material 

 Absorption edgeAbsorption edge
It is a sharp discontinuity in the absorption spectrum of XIt is a sharp discontinuity in the absorption spectrum of X--rays by an rays by an 
element that occurs when the energy of the photon corresponds toelement that occurs when the energy of the photon corresponds to the the 
energy of a shell of the atom.energy of a shell of the atom.



Recall: XRecall: X--rayray

XX--raysrays like any other electromagnetic radiation, can be treated eithelike any other electromagnetic radiation, can be treated either a particle or a r a particle or a 
wave. This characterization of  a light  is defined by Einstein wave. This characterization of  a light  is defined by Einstein relation:relation:

E=h E=h υυ=h c/=h c/ λλ (1)(1)



XX--ray Absorption Fine Structureray Absorption Fine Structure

In the interaction of X-rays with  matter, there are three main processes:

1) absorption
2) inelastic scattering : non-conservative energy for the incident particle
3) 3) elastic- scattering : conservative energy for the incident particle

The absorption can be characterised by the following equation:

I= II= I◦◦ exp(exp(--µµ xx ))

xx

Incident xIncident x--ray (I)                     transmitted xray (I)                     transmitted x--ray (Iray (I°°))

The main parameter The main parameter 
that we measure in that we measure in 

XAS is XAS is µµ



What happens when the xWhat happens when the x--rays are rays are 
absorbed by the sample?absorbed by the sample?

What is absorption ?What is absorption ?
The photon is absorbed when its energy consume for The photon is absorbed when its energy consume for 

excitation of an electron, So the energy should be excitation of an electron, So the energy should be 
greater that bonding energy of an electron.greater that bonding energy of an electron.

E=hE=hυυ



WHAT IS XAS?WHAT IS XAS?
XX--ray Absorption Fineray Absorption Fine--Structure (XAFS) is the modulation of the xStructure (XAFS) is the modulation of the x--ray absorption ray absorption 
coefficient at energies near and above an xcoefficient at energies near and above an x--ray absorption edge. XAFS is also referred ray absorption edge. XAFS is also referred 

to as Xto as X--ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) and is broken into 2 regimes:ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) and is broken into 2 regimes:
XANES XXANES X--rayEXAFS Extended XrayEXAFS Extended X--ray Absorption Fineray Absorption Fine--Structure which contain related, but slightly Structure which contain related, but slightly 

different information about an elementdifferent information about an element’’s local coordination and chemical state.s local coordination and chemical state.



What is EXAFS???What is EXAFS???

 EXAFS is a region of XAS spectrum which is started  approximatelEXAFS is a region of XAS spectrum which is started  approximately from 50 y from 50 
e V up to 1000 e V above the absorption edge.e V up to 1000 e V above the absorption edge.



In condensed matter or (multi-atomic gas molecules) 
the ejected photo-electron wave will be scattered by 
neighbouring atoms. 

It is the interference between the outgoing electron 
and the back-scattered ones which leads to 
oscillations visible in the absorption 
spectrum above the edge. These can extend to up to 
1000 eV past the edge. These oscillations are the 
EXAFS.
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WHY EXAFS???WHY EXAFS???
 The number of neighboring atoms. The number of neighboring atoms. 

 The nature of neighboring atoms (their approximate atomic numberThe nature of neighboring atoms (their approximate atomic number))

 Distances between central and neighboring atoms.Distances between central and neighboring atoms.
 It is not just limited to crystals.It is not just limited to crystals.



Dealing with dataDealing with data

 Steps in traditional EXAFS data analysis:Steps in traditional EXAFS data analysis:
 1) correction for instrumental effects1) correction for instrumental effects
 2) normalization to unit edge step2) normalization to unit edge step
 3) interpolation to k3) interpolation to k--spacespace
 4) background subtraction4) background subtraction
 5) Fourier transform5) Fourier transform



XX--ray Absorption Measurementsray Absorption Measurements



Dealing with dataDealing with data
Raw data Raw data 

1)Convert experimental 1)Convert experimental 
variables in to experimental variables in to experimental 
spectrumspectrum
µµ(E)X=ln(I(E)X=ln(Iºº/I)/I)



normalizationnormalization

µ0
µ (E)

Normalised XAFS spectrum of pressed powder tablet



Fourier Transform of Fourier Transform of (k) (k) 

 Similar to an atomic radial distribution functionSimilar to an atomic radial distribution function
 DistanceDistance
 NumberNumber
 TypeType
 Structural disorderStructural disorder

 It is easier to analyzeIt is easier to analyze
 XAFS in terms of photo electron wave(k)XAFS in terms of photo electron wave(k)



The EXAFS EquationThe EXAFS Equation



Manufacturing RequirementsManufacturing Requirements

Set up:Set up:
1.X1.X--ray source( High intensity beam is needed)  ray source( High intensity beam is needed)  
2.A monochromatic crystal 2.A monochromatic crystal 
3. Incident beam detector3. Incident beam detector
4.Sample4.Sample
5.transmission detector5.transmission detector
6.Flourescence 6.Flourescence 

From the xFrom the x--ray source, the beam of xray source, the beam of x--rays rays 
are directed towards a sample, are directed towards a sample, 
monochromatic crystal, which monochromatic crystal, which 
redirects the beam toward the sample. redirects the beam toward the sample. 
The beam intensity must be measured The beam intensity must be measured 
prior to entering the sample, so an prior to entering the sample, so an 
incident detector is inincident detector is in--line before the line before the 
sample. After the sample, another sample. After the sample, another 
detector is used to determine the detector is used to determine the 
transmission intensity. Generally there transmission intensity. Generally there 
is also a fluorescence detector to the is also a fluorescence detector to the 
side of the sample, for fluorescence side of the sample, for fluorescence 
studies. studies. 



EXAFS /XANES & THIN FILMEXAFS /XANES & THIN FILM
Surface structure and thermal vibrations of Ni and Cu thin filmsSurface structure and thermal vibrations of Ni and Cu thin films studied by studied by 

extended xextended x--ray absorption fine structure:ray absorption fine structure:

Investigation of dynamical properties of the surface metalInvestigation of dynamical properties of the surface metal--metal bondsmetal bonds٭٭٭٭٭٭

Steps: Steps: 

1.1. HOPG ( HOPG ( Highly Ordered Pyrolytic Graphite) substrate  was cleaved substrate  was cleaved 
with tape in ultrahigh vacuum chamberwith tape in ultrahigh vacuum chamber

2.2. Annealing  at 1200K to remove all contaminations on surfaceAnnealing  at 1200K to remove all contaminations on surface

3.3.Cooling down, Ni OR Cu was deposited (deposition rate was Cooling down, Ni OR Cu was deposited (deposition rate was 
measured by quartz crystal monitor)measured by quartz crystal monitor)

4.4. XAFS spectrum was measured at hard xXAFS spectrum was measured at hard x--ray double crystal ray double crystal 
monochromator stationsmonochromator stations



XANES & THIN FILMXANES & THIN FILM

Some information can obtained Some information can obtained 
from XANES spectrum:from XANES spectrum:

Compare to Cu foil spectrum, Compare to Cu foil spectrum, 
absence of absence of 

2 peaks in 120 k shows that this film 2 peaks in 120 k shows that this film 
doesndoesn’’t t 

have a good crystallization.have a good crystallization.

After annealing in other temperatureAfter annealing in other temperature
you can see  the characteristic peaks you can see  the characteristic peaks 

appear.            appear.            

““change of Cu kchange of Cu k--edge XANES spectrumedge XANES spectrum””



EXAFS & THIN FILMEXAFS & THIN FILM

The Fourier transform  for the Cu thin The Fourier transform  for the Cu thin 
film: film: 

 The dominant peaks at 2 AThe dominant peaks at 2 A°° are are 
ascribed to the (NN) metalascribed to the (NN) metal--metal metal 
coordination.coordination.

 Drastic change at 120K spectrum.Drastic change at 120K spectrum.
Smaller EXAFS amplitude shows Smaller EXAFS amplitude shows 

smaller coordination number and smaller coordination number and 
larger disorder of the film.larger disorder of the film.

 The absence of higher shells The absence of higher shells 
means the film doesnmeans the film doesn’’t crystallized t crystallized 
completely.completely.



SummarySummary

Theoretical standards allow the 
EXAFS experimentalist to 

quantitatively analyze problems
of significant complexity. With 

theoretical standards higher 
shells, multiple scattering

contributions, mixed shells, 
polarization and many other 

effects can be treated rigorously.
Using the theory is easy and 
accessible. Many current analysis 

programs make excellent
use of existing theory.
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What happens when the xWhat happens when the x--rays are rays are 
absorbed by the sample?absorbed by the sample?

When an xWhen an x--ray photon is absorbed by an atom, it enters an excited state foray photon is absorbed by an atom, it enters an excited state for an r an 
extremely short period of time.extremely short period of time.

When the atom deWhen the atom de--excites it will emit an electron from near the core of the excites it will emit an electron from near the core of the 
atom. This will only happen if the energy of the xatom. This will only happen if the energy of the x--ray is higher than the ray is higher than the 
energy level that is binding that electron to the core of the atenergy level that is binding that electron to the core of the atom.om.

That electron wave leaving the originating atom comes in contacThat electron wave leaving the originating atom comes in contact with other t with other 
atoms that are near it ,causing them to become excited and the patoms that are near it ,causing them to become excited and the process rocess 
repeats itself.repeats itself.

This electron This electron ‘‘interferenceinterference’’ can be detected and measured and yields can be detected and measured and yields 
information about the location and distance between atoms withininformation about the location and distance between atoms within a a 
molecule.molecule.
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Interference factor

“disorder” term 
(decreases intensity of 
oscillations)

Scattering intensity
of the jth atom
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“EXAFS Equation”

Electron scattering
=inelastic mean free path)


